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Abstract

In this paper\footnote{This paper is an extended version of the work presented by Matteo Pellegrini, Eleonora Litta, Marco Passarotti, Francesco Mambrini and Giovanni Moretti at the Third International Workshop on Resources and Tools for Derivational Morphology (DeriMo), 9-10 September 2021, Nancy, France.} we document both the structural and the diachronic extension of the derivational information provided in the LiLa Knowledge Base of interoperable linguistic resources for Latin. Structurally, to the flat information on families (i.e., groups of lemmas that share the same base) and affixes that is already available for the collection of lemmas of the LiLa Lemma Bank, we add hierarchical information on derivation processes provided by the Word Formation Latin (WFL) lexical resource, which in turn is characterised by a step-to-step morphotactic approach, where lexemes that are directly derived from one another are connected through word formation rules of different kinds. This is done by modelling WFL data into an ontology that adheres to the principles of the Linked Data paradigm, and connecting these data to the LiLa Lemma Bank. From a diachronic point of view, while the previous version of WFL only took Classical Latin lemmas into account, in this paper we describe the work conducted to produce a new version of WFL that is enhanced with derivational information on Medieval Latin lemmas. We then show how the data of this new version of WFL were used to extract derivational information in the format required by the LiLa Lemma Bank.
1. Introduction

In recent years, the principles of the so-called Linked Data paradigm\(^2\) have increasingly been applied to language data and metadata, with the aim of improving interoperability between resources that were originally developed for different purposes, and are therefore characterised by different formalisms and conceptual models. As a consequence, several resources are continuously being added to the so-called Linguistic Linked Data Cloud (Cimiano et al., 2020). Within this framework, the aim of the LiLa project\(^3\) is to add Latin to this cloud, by creating a Knowledge Base (KB) of interlinked resources using a common vocabulary for knowledge description for the existing textual (i.e. corpora) and lexical (e.g. dictionaries and lexica) resources, as well as for Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools such as morphological analysers and part-of-speech taggers.


The backbone of the architecture of the LiLa KB is the Lemma Bank, a large collection of lemmas – i.e. citation forms – to which tokens from textual resources and entries from lexical resources, as well as the output of NLP tools, are connected. The Lemma Bank initially included a limited amount of derivational information on Classical Latin lemmas, taken from the Word Formation Latin (WFL) lexical resource (Litta and Passarotti, 2019). Initially, a choice was made not to include the entire information provided by WFL. That, however, might prove useful in certain circumstances.

In this paper, we start by detailing the organisation of derivational information in the Lemma Bank – in contrast with the one of the source from which it is extracted, namely WFL – and its coverage with respect to all the lemmas in the Lemma Bank (Section 2). We then show how we have extended the derivational information available in the LiLa Knowledge Base in two directions: structurally, and in terms of diachronic coverage. As for the former (Section 3), we describe a new ontology to model WFL data, so as to include it into the Lila KB in its entirety and link it to the Lemma Bank, thus having its information available in both formats within the same framework. We also discuss how our model interacts with other models developed by the Linked Data community – namely, the OntoLex-Lemon vocabulary for describing

\(^2\)https://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html.

\(^3\)https://lila-erc.eu.
lexical resources (McCrae et al., 2017; Buitelaar et al., 2011) and, more specifically, its Morphology Module (Klimek et al., 2019; Chiarcos et al., 2022). As for the latter (Section 4), we document the work done to produce a new version of WFL, enhanced to incorporate new derivational relations regarding Medieval Latin lemmas, in addition to the Classical Latin ones of the first version. We also show how these new relations have been exploited to provide additional “flat” derivational information in the Lemma Bank for the same Medieval Latin lemmas. Lastly, we draw a number of conclusions and highlight a few directions for future work (Section 5).

2. Derivational information in the LiLa Knowledge Base

The intuition behind the way in which LiLa connects different resources and tools is based on the central role of words: the idea is that textual resources are made of occurrences of words, lexical resources describe some properties of words, and NLP tools process words. As a consequence, in LiLa’s architecture, a pivotal role is played by the class Lemma in LiLa’s ontology, a subclass of the class Form from OntoLex-Lemon. A lemma is defined as the canonical form of a lexical item, i.e. the one that is used for citation purposes by dictionaries and lemmatisers. The core of the LiLa KB is its Lemma Bank, a collection of around 200,000 Latin lemmas taken from the database of the morphological analyser Lemlat (Passarotti et al., 2017). Lemlat’s database includes Classical Latin lemmas taken from Glare (2012), Georges (1998) and Gradewitz (1904), Medieval Latin lemmas taken from du Cange et al.’s (1883-1887) glossary and proper names taken from Forcellini’s (1965) Onomasticon. Through the Lemma Bank, the entries of the various lexical resources represented in LiLa and the tokens of the corpora included therein can be linked to the appropriate lemma, thus achieving the desired interoperability.

WFL is a word formation lexicon of Latin, characterised by a step-to-step morphotactic approach. This means that lexemes that are considered as deriving from one another are connected via word formation rules (WFR) of different kinds, by the application of one affix or one part-of-speech change at a time (note that circumfixation is not productive in Latin). There are compounding rules – with two, or more input lexemes and one output lexeme – and derivation rules – with only one lexeme as input and one as output. Among derivation rules, depending on the presence or not of affixes and their nature, there are affixal rules (more specifically, prefixal and suffixal) and conversion, when only a change of part of speech is involved. Furthermore, rules are classified according to the part of speech of the lexemes they take as input and output. All these features are illustrated in the examples of Table 1.

In WFL all the members of the same word formation family are grouped in a hierarchical structure, resembling that of a directed tree-graph, taking root from the ancestor – the lexeme from which all the members of the family ultimately derive –

https://lila-erc.eu/lodview/ontologies/lila/
and branching out to all derivatives by means of the successive application of individual WFRs. For example, Figure 1 shows a portion of the family taking root from the ancestor lexeme *FELIX* ‘happy’ in WFL: the four lexemes are linked by edges labelled by the affix involved in the WFR at work.

The Lemma Bank of the LiLa KB includes only a selection of the word formation information contained in WFL. Whenever a lemma is considered “derived”, it is accompanied by information related to its morphological segmentation. So each derived lemma has a relation to one or more affixes and one or more (in case of compound- ing) bases, merely defined as abstract connectors between lemmas that belong to the same family. Hence besides Lemmas, two other classes are involved, namely Affixes – in their turn divided into Prefixes and Suffixes – and Bases. Each lemma is linked to the base to which it is related by means of the property hasBase, and to the affixes it contains by means of the property hasPrefix or hasSuffix.\(^5\) As a result, the organization of derivational information in the Lemma Bank is flat, rather than hierarchical. Figure 2 shows how the four lexemes in the portion of the word formation family of *FELIX* of Figure 1 are linked to the same base and to their affixes in the Lemma Bank, without any representation of both the WFR and the derivational hierarchical order.

Two different perspectives on derivational morphology are thus taken by WFL and by the Lemma Bank. In the 4-way classification of resources specialized in word formation operated by Kyjánek (2020), WFL can be considered as lexeme-oriented, since it describes the relationship among individual derivationally related lexemes. The approach of the Lemma Bank, on the other hand, is family-oriented, since it identifies groups of derivationally related lexemes sharing the same base.\(^6\)

As is argued by Litta et al. (2020), the choice of a flat organization of derivational information in the Lemma Bank is due to its compatibility with more recent, Word-and-Paradigm theoretical approaches, such as Construction Morphology (Booij, 2010). Furthermore, this approach allows for a more natural treatment of cases that were

\(^5\)These properties are all defined in LiLa’s ontology.

\(^6\)Kyjánek’s (2020) classification also identifies morpheme-oriented resources – that decompose morphologically complex words into sub-word units – and paradigm-oriented resources – that aim at a modelling consisting of aligned morphological relations.
problematic for the rigidly hierarchic structure in WFL (Litta and Budassi, 2020). For instance, WFL is forced to take a stance on the directionality of conversion processes, even when cases are not clear-cut, for instance adversarius, ‘opposed’ vs. adversarius’, ‘opponent’. An even more significant phenomenon is exemplified by a word like exaquesco ‘to become water’: in this case, the step-by-step procedure of WFL requires the application of one affixation process at a time, but since neither *ex-aquo nor *aquesco are actually attested as intermediate steps, it has been necessary to add one of them (namely, *aquesco) as a fictional entry, so to comply with the requirements of WFL’s general structure.

On the other hand, LiLa’s flat representation of Latin word formation overlooks many details on the order of derivation. Since such information can still be potentially useful, we have decided to model the data from WFL so that it could be added to the LiLa KB. In this way, we achieve a structural enrichment of the knowledge of word formation represented in LiLa: both the flat organization of the Lemma Bank and the hierarchical organization of WFL are made available within a unified framework, leaving up to data users the choice about the kind of information that proves to be more appropriate for their specific needs. The details of the architecture of the WFL ontology designed for this purpose are the topic of Section 3.

One further direction to increase the degree of informativity of the LiLa KB on word formation concerns its diachronic coverage. At the time when WFL was com-
piled, entries from the Du Cange’s medieval Latin glossary had not yet been added into the Lemlat database, so WFL revolved around Classical and Late Latin only. Because the lexical basis of the LiLa KB is richer, we have felt the need to enrich its coverage even for what word formation information is concerned, and decided to keep this information in both theoretical formats, in order to offer the same level of flexibility as for the Classical Latin data. Since the bases, prefixes and affixes listed in the Lemma Bank are ultimately derived from WFL, that needed to remain the starting point for this enrichment phase. In Section 4, we describe the procedure that we followed to enhance WFL with new relations whose output is a Medieval Latin lemma, and to exploit this information to infer the base and the prefix and/or suffix of the corresponding lemmas in the Lemma Bank.

3. Modelling WFL with LiLa and Morph

The full inclusion of a lexical resource into the LiLa KB involves the modellisation of its data into an ontology that respects the Linguistic Linked Open Data (LLOD) standards. Figure 3 illustrates the details of our proposed ontology for WFL. Properties are represented as labelled directed arrows, and Classes as boxes. Boxes are colour-coded, according to the ontology where they are defined. This information is also expressed in the portion of the name that precedes the colon (e.g. morph:Rule means that “Rule” is a Class described in the “Morph” module of OntoLex). The arrows that are not labelled and have a white head are shortcuts for subclass relations. Consistently with the spirit of Linked Data, our model makes use of classes and properties already defined in other ontologies. The most relevant for our purpose is OntoLex (cf. above in Section 1), both in its core model – where the class LexicalEntry is defined – and in more specific modules. In particular, we use the properties source and target from the Variation & Translation module (vartrans)\(^7\) devised to handle relations of different kinds between lexical entries and senses, and several classes (the ones in blue in Figure 3) defined in the above-mentioned (cf. Section 1) Morphology module (morph). Furthermore, we refer to the classes already used in LiLa to treat derivational information (the ones in light green in Figure 3). Besides the ones taken from existing ontologies, we had to define some new classes and properties – identifiable by the wfl prefix and their white colour in Figure 3 – in order to properly model the information contained in WFL, as we will detail below.

There is one instance of the class ontolex:LexicalEntry for each lexeme contained in WFL. The entries of WFL that are directly derived from one another are linked by a specific instance of the class morph:WordFormationRelation, through properties taken from the vartrans module of OntoLex, having the entry of the base as source and the one of the derivative as target. Each relation is then connected to the WFR it instantiates (wfl:WFLRule) by means of the property wfl:hasWordFormationRule.

\(^{7}\)https://www.w3.org/2016/05/ontolex/#variation-translation-vartrans.
The class `wfl:WFLRule` has two subclasses `wfl:DerivationalRule` and `wfl:CompoundingRule`, with the former having in its turn three subclasses `wfl:Suffixation`, `wfl:Prefixation` and `wfl:Conversion`, to reflect the organization of WFL.\(^8\) Lastly, an object property `wfl:involves` links affixal rules to the prefix or suffix they display, as they are coded in LiLa – i.e. to an instance of either `lila:Prefix` or `lila:Suffix`, both subclasses of `lila:Affix`. Besides the use of `morph:WordFormationRelation`, the integration with the Morphology Module (\(\text{morph}\))\(^9\) of OntoLex is achieved by establishing a subclass relation between the rules of WFL and the ones of `morph:WordFormationRule` on the one hand, and between the affixes of the Lila ontology and the ones of `morph:Affix` on the other hand.

Figure 4 shows the model at work with specific pairs of related words with the Linked Data treatment of the derivation of `INFELIX`\(_A\) ‘unhappy’ from `FELIX`\(_A\) ‘happy’ on the one hand (left side of the image), of `INFELICITAS`\(_N\) ‘unhappiness’ from `INFELIX`\(_A\) ‘unhappy’ on the other hand (right side of the image).

---

\(^8\)For the sake of completeness, we should mention that there is also a class `wfl:Backformation`, to account for a few cases of words that have been (probably) created by analogy, having been interpreted as the base of an already existing complex word that, however, has actually been formed by a different process. A clear example is the word `CONSUEO` ‘to be used to’, back-formed from `CONSUESCO` ‘to become used to’, that has actually been created by prefixing `con-` to `SUESCO` ‘to become used to’. Since this phenomenon is very marginal in our data (there are only 5 cases in WFL), we do not go into more detail here.

\(^9\)Note that this module is still the object of discussion in the Linked Data community: our proposal reflects its current state, but some details might change in the future.
Figure 4. Modelling of prefixation and suffixation in the WFL ontology. Colours represent the classes in the LiLa ontology. E.g., dark purple: Classes; yellow: Lexical Entries; orange: WFL Relations; brownish purple: Lemmas, etc.
There is a specific word formation relation – in orange in the picture – between each of the entries of WFL that are considered as derived from one another, i.e. one between felix and infelix, and one between infelix and infelicitas. Each relation is instantiated by a specific WFR: see the nodes labelled as “felix To infelix involving in (negation)-” and “infelix To infelicitas involving -tas/tat” respectively. Starting from the one that forms infelix from felix, it belongs to the class of prefixation rules creating adjectives from other adjectives: see the node with label “Adjective to Adjective” connected to the node with label “Prefixation” by means of the property subClassOf. Furthermore, this rule is also said to involve the prefix “in (negation)-”. As for the WFR that forms infelicitas from infelix, it belongs to the class of suffixation rules creating deadjectival nouns, and it involves the suffix “-tas/tat”. Both prefixation and suffixation are sub-classes of the class of (affixal) derivational word formation rules, that on its turn is a sub-class of the class including all the rules of WFL. The bottom part of Figure 4 shows the connection with the Lemma Bank and the derivational information included therein. The lexical entries of WFL (above, in yellow) are connected to the lemmas of the Lemma Bank (below, in purple) by means of the OntoLex-Lemon property canonicalForm, and lemmas are connected to their shared base and to all the prefixes and suffixes they display, through the properties hasBase, hasPrefix and hasSuffix respectively.

There is one fact that is worth stressing in the description of this model: word formation relations always link a single source to a single target in our model. This restriction is inherited from the class of which morph:WordFormationRelation is stated to be a subclass, i.e. LexicalRelation from the vartrans module, that has been defined as connecting exactly two lexical entries. This has consequences on the treatment of compounding, as illustrated by Figure 5, showing the case of AGRICOLA ‘farmer’ (from AGER ‘field’ + COLO ‘to cultivate’). In this case, two relations are needed (one between the compound and its first member, one between the same compound and its second member), both of them pointing to the same WFR. A last remark should be made on the order of constituents, that is explicitly coded on each relation by means of the property wfl:positionInWFR: for instance, in the case of AGRICOLA the value of this property is 1 for the relation between AGER and AGRICOLA, 2 for the relation between COLO and AGRICOLA.

For the sake of completeness, we also exemplify the treatment of noun-to-adjective conversion in Figure 6 below. It can be observed that the picture is similar to the one of affixal derivation (see Figure 4 above), the only difference being that the rule is not stated to involve any affix, consistently with the definition of conversion.

---

10 The negative meaning of the prefix in- is specified to distinguish it from its omograph meaning ‘entering’, appearing for instance in ineo ‘to go into, enter’ from eo ‘to go’.

11 The notation of the shape of the suffix reflects the presence of different stem allomorphs in different forms, e.g. nom.sg infelici-tas vs. gen.sg infelici-tat-is.
4. Extracting derivational information for Medieval Latin lemmas

This section describes the procedure that we followed to enhance WFL with relations regarding Medieval Latin lemmas, and consequently to provide derivational information on those lemmas also in the Lemma Bank.

Our procedure is articulated (a) in an automatic extraction of words that might be derivationally related with one another based on their form – described in Section 4.1 – and (b) in a manual validation of the pairs that have been identified – addressing a number of issues raised during the process, some of which are discussed in Section 4.2. We then add the newly created relations to WFL and to Lemlat’s database and we use them to establish new triples having an existing lemma of the Lemma Bank as subject and hasBase, hasPrefix and hasSuffix as properties, as detailed in Section 4.3. This section concludes by presenting some quantitative data on the outcome of this procedure in Section 4.4.

4.1. The methodology

The first step in our procedure is to identify the derivational processes that are most relevant in Classical Latin in terms of frequency: these are our starting point for the addition of new derivational information. To this end, we exploit the data of WFL, looking at the number of relations instantiating each WFR.
Figure 6. Modelling of conversion in the WFL ontology
single most frequent rule proves to be the one that derives (mostly action) nouns from verbs using the suffix labelled as -(t)io(n)- in WFL: there are 2,555 relations that instantiate this rule – among them, ductioN ‘leading’ from ducoV ‘lead’.

The following step is to look for Medieval Latin lemmas that are potentially the output of one of these rules, based on their form. In cases of suffixation, this is done by first identifying Medieval Latin lemmas that end with a sequence of segments matching the suffix at hand, and then going through all lemmas – both Classical and Medieval Latin – and checking if they can be the input of the rule introducing that suffix, on the basis of the form of the potential input and output.

For instance, as for the above-mentioned action nouns ending in -(t)io(n)-, we can see that these are normally derived by taking the Third Stem (cf. Aronoff 1994) of the verb – in the example above, duct- – and adding the suffix -ion-, followed by the appropriate case endings – with the final nasal segment being regularly dropped in the nominative and vocative singular, thus yielding citation forms in -io. Our procedure consists in selecting all Medieval Latin lemmas whose citation form ends in -io, and keeping only the ones for which, among all verbs, there is at least one that can potentially be the base according to the regular formal procedure described above.

To give an example, among the Medieval Latin lemmas provided by Lemlat we find retrusioN ‘inclusion’; and among all lemmas from Lemlat (both Classical and Medieval), we find retrudoV ‘thrust back’. The latter has retrus- as its Third Stem, as is shown by its perfect participle retrusus, that is listed in the Lemma Bank as a member of the class Hypolemma. Hence, we identify a potential derivational relation between these two lemmas, as it is plausible that RETRUSION is an action noun formed from RETRUDO.

It should be noted that in some cases we also extract bases belonging to a part of speech different than the one that is required as input by the relevant rule. For instance, as potential inputs for adjectives in -alis we extract not only nouns, as in the most frequent case (e.g. abyssusN ‘bottomless pit’ for abyssalisA ‘bottomless’), but also adjectives (e.g. assiduusA ‘constantly present’ for assidualisV ‘assiduous’). This is justified by the fact that adjectives are also attested – although much less frequently – as bases of adjectives in -alis already in Classical Latin (e.g. novalis ‘that is ploughed anew’ from novus ‘new’).

As for prefixation, we rely on a similar intuition, but follow a procedure that goes in the opposite direction: we start from all the lemmas, both Classical and Medieval, and look for the Medieval ones that, based on their form, can be analysed as being derived by adding one of the several Latin prefixes to it. For instance, for meliorovA ‘improve’ we find three potential prefixed verbs that come Du Cange’s glossary, namely

---

12 This makes it possible to accommodate the different ways in which a participle like retrusus can be lemmatised, i.e. as an adjective (hypolemma RETRUSUS, http://lila-erc.eu/data/id/hypolemma/38805) or as the verb from which the participial form is created (lemma RETRUDO, http://lila-erc.eu/data/id/lemma/122792). For further details on the architecture of the LiLa KB and its use of hypolemmas, see Passarotti et al. (2020).
EMELIORO, ‘improve/correct’ (with prefix e(x)-), IMMELIORO, ‘improve’ (with prefix in-) and REMELIORO, ‘correct’ (with prefix re-). The application of this different procedure is partly due to practical reasons. The fact that inflection in Latin is mostly suffixal makes it difficult to predict the shape of the outcome of the application of a suffixation rule, as it is preliminarily necessary to strip the inflectional endings in order to identify the base to which the suffix should be added, and allomorphy plays a relevant role due to inflection class distinctions and other less systematic facts – for instance, the different stem variants of 3rd declension nouns, usually due to phonological adjustments triggered by the addition of particular endings (e.g. nom.sg dent-s > dens ‘tooth’ vs. gen.sg dent-is), but also simply suppletive stems (e.g. nom.sg ie-cur ‘liver’ vs. gen.sg ic-inoris). On the left side of words, instead, there is much less allomorphy. As a consequence, it is much easier to predict the shape of the outcome of a prefixation rule, at least as long as we are dealing with category-preserving rules, for which we do not even need to guess the final part of the derived word, and can simply assume it to be the same as in the base. From a theoretical standpoint, this choice is also motivated by the fact that different preverbs in Latin, and in Indo-European languages in general (cf. Lehmann 1983, Booij and van Kemenade 2003) appear to have common characteristics that make it reasonable to treat them as a unique process – for instance, most of them have a basic spatial or temporal meaning, besides other metaphoric or idiosyncratic uses. On the other hand, suffixation rules differ markedly from each other in their morphological and semantic behaviour.

For the time being, we do not deal with compounding, as it would require a completely different treatment, which we leave for future work. Conversion is also currently out of the picture. By definition, in cases of conversion there is no formal marker of the derivation process except (possibly) for the different inflectional endings, hence it would not be possible to apply the procedure outlined above as it is. The only exception is the process of conversion that takes the Third Stem of a verb as input and produces a noun as output. The inclusion of such cases in our procedure is made possible by the fact that we can exploit LiLa’s Hypolemma information (cf. Footnote 12 above) to extract lemmas that can plausibly be considered as potential bases of the conversion process, in a way similar to the one we have described above for suffixes that apply to the Third Stem like -(t)io(n)-. For instance, the Medieval Latin lemma DISPLICITUS, ‘offence’ can be presumed to be a conversion from the Third Stem displic-it- of the verb displiceo ‘displease’. The reason for the inclusion of this conversion process is that among the rules that we consider there are also denominal nouns in -atus; but many of the nominal lemmas of LiLa that end in -atus, given their meaning, seem to be better analysed as conversions from the Third Stem of a verb rather than as obtained by adding the suffix -at- to a nominal or adjectival base. Hence, by extracting all the possible bases we are in a position to manually select the most appropriate one on a case-by-case basis (cf. Section 4.2 below).

Among the pairs of lemmas extracted following the procedure described above there are also false positives, either because the formal similarity between the two
lemmas is coincidental, or due to the noisy nature of the data we are dealing with (cfr. Section 4.4 below). Since we aim at having high-quality data, we also performed a manual validation of the base-derivative pairs that were extracted in this first phase, as detailed in the next section.

4.2. Issues in the annotation process

This section concerns issues related to the manual validation of the base-derivative pairs automatically extracted from the procedure described above. We discuss two issues in particular: in Section 4.2.1 we focus on the choice between two or more candidates that are automatically extracted as input for the same output; in Section 4.2.2, we deal with problematic entries of Du Cange’s glossary.

4.2.1. Manual selection among two or more potential inputs for the same output lemma

First of all, alongside cases in which for a given output only one input was extracted, which were checked by looking at their semantics, in several cases the automatic selection detected two or more candidates as possible input lemmas. Therefore, we manually identified the most appropriate input lemma among all the ones that had been extracted. For instance, for the Medieval derivative noun \textit{COALITIO}N ‘assemblage, meeting’, we automatically extracted two candidate inputs, \textit{COALO}V ‘feed, sustain, nourish’ and \textit{COALESCO}V ‘grow together with something, unite’, both of them coming from the Classical Latin section of Lemlat’s database. This is motivated by the fact that both these verbs have \textit{coalit-} as their Third Stem. In this case, \textit{COALESCO}V is semantically closer to the derivative \textit{COALITIO}N than \textit{COALO}V. Consequently, we selected the former as the input.

We also had to deal with several cases in which we automatically extracted two or more candidates with a similar meaning. These cases usually involved a Classical and a Medieval Latin lemma, as we can see in the noun \textit{COLLEGARIUS}N (‘one of the colleagues’). For this lemma, the automatic selection detected both \textit{COLLEGA}N ‘colleague’ and \textit{COLLEGUS}N ‘companion’ as possible inputs. The first one is a Classical Latin lemma, while the second one is attested only in Du Cange’s glossary. Because of their semantic similarity, both candidates are potentially the input from which \textit{COLLEGARIUS}N is formed. In such cases, we choose the Classical lemma, for practical reasons: as we will see in more detail in Section 4.3, when the input of the relation is a Classical Latin lemma that is present in WFL – as happens in this case – we are often in a position to attach the new relation to the corresponding tree – in this case, the one having \textit{LEGO}V ‘read’ as its root. As a consequence, we can also infer information on the base and prefixes/affixes to which the corresponding lemma in LiLa should be linked. If we had selected the Medieval Latin lemma as input, on the other hand, we would have missed the relation of \textit{COLLEGARIUS}N with the verb \textit{LEGO}V and with the prefix \textit{con-}, as no information on the derivational history of \textit{COLLEGUS}N is provided in WFL and in the LiLa Lemma Bank.
4.2.2. Issues related to the nature of Du Cange’s entries

In addition to the previous issue, we also had to deal with some peculiarities of our source of Medieval Latin lemmas, which is a glossary, rather than a dictionary, and also has a complex publishing history (Géraud, 1839): for these reasons, there are many issues related to the descriptions or definitions of lemmas provided by glossators. More specifically, the glossary presents several cases of lemmas with quotes or bibliographic references, but without a definition, as we can see in the entries reported in Figures 7 and 8.

In both cases the glossator does not provide a definition, but just quotes the text where the lemma derives from (as we can see in 7) or provides the bibliographic reference where the lemma was found (as we can see in 8). Since we did not have an explanation of the meaning of the derivatives LAGARIUS and CONSTABILITOR, we cannot be sure on their derivation history, therefore we decided not to include them in our validation process.

Moreover, there are philological issues taken into account by the glossator in the definition of the lemmas. An example is given in Figure 9 below.

In the entry, the glossator provides the source of the lemma and quotes the text where the lemma is taken from, without giving an explanation of the meaning. He actually proposes to amend the form condario to Rndario (hypothesizing an abbreviation for the word Referendario ‘referendum’), identifying the former as an amanuensis’ mistake. Therefore, it is not even sure that such a word ever existed in Latin: hence, also in such cases we decided not to consider relations involving those lemmas as valid.
4.3. Organizing the information

As an outcome of the procedure described above in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, we obtain data in the form of a series of derivational relations between an input and output lemma. To release this information, first of all we need to include it into the relational database that contains the information displayed by WFL. One of its tables reports a list of relations, with fields for the identifier of the WFR at play and input and output lemmas. After adding our new relations to this table, we can release WFL 2.0, a new version of WFL that also covers Medieval Latin. This is the version of WFL that is modelled as an ontology as described in Section 3 above and consequently included into the LiLa KB. Its data can also be accessed with the same tree-based graphical interface used for the previous version of WFL.

Furthermore, the morphological analysis of a wordform performed by Lemlat exploits this knowledge to provide the user with derivational information on the lemma that is assigned to the analysed wordform, if such information is available. Specifically, the analysis outputs i) the lemma (or lemmas, in cases of compounding) from which the wordform’s lemma is derived, ii) the derivational process at play, iii) its type and iv) the affix (prefix or suffix) involved in this process, as illustrated in Figure 10 below. Hence, thanks to the work described in the previous sections, such derivational information will be provided in Lemlat’s analyses also for some Medieval Latin lemmas, and not only for Classical Latin lemmas.

A caveat needs to be made on the structure of the data of WFL 2.0. While the output of the newly added relations is always a Medieval Latin lemma, the input can be either a Classical Latin or a Medieval Latin lemma. In the latter case, it is not possible to attach it to any of the trees of the previous version of WFL, as only Classical Latin is

---

13 https://github.com/CIRCSE/WFL.
15 https://wfl.marginalia.it/
represented there: hence, we end up with unconnected branches. In some cases, this reflects the fact that both input and output are Medieval Latin innovations, that cannot be related to any Classical Latin lemma: for instance, the Medieval Latin lemma ACUNYDO, ‘be suspicious’, that we identify as the input of the derivational process forming ACUNYDAMENTUM, ‘suspiciousness’, cannot be linked to any Classical Latin lemma – it is tagged as vox catalonica in Du Cange’s glossary. In other cases, it would be possible to attach these unconnected branches to an existing WFL tree, by identifying the intermediate step(s) in the derivational history. For instance, we find a derivational relation between the two medieval Latin lemmas VICINO, ‘be close’ and ABVICINO, ‘separate’. The base VICINO could be connected to a WFL tree by establishing a relation between it and the Classical Latin adjective VICINUS, ‘close’ as input – relation that is not identified by our automatic procedure because it is a conversion process. Hence, these missing links will eventually be found when progressing on the coverage of Medieval Latin lemmas.

In addition to releasing this new version of WFL and enhancing the informativity of Lemlat’s analyses, we have also decided to release our data in the format required by the flat structure of the Lemma Bank, using our new relations to infer new triples

---

16Unless we have identified also a relation where the same lemma appears as output in our procedure, and whose input is a Classical Latin lemma for which we do have a tree in WFL.
that connect lemmas to their base, prefix and/or suffix through the dedicated properties hasBase, hasPrefix, hasSuffix. When the input of the relation is a Classical Latin lemma, we often already have information on its base and (possibly) on affixes displayed by it. In such cases, we can simply transfer this information also to the output, that inherits the base and (possibly) affixes of its input, and additionally displays the prefix or suffix involved in the rule that relates the two (except for cases of conversion). For instance, we find a relation between the Classical Latin lemma DEFECTIVUS, ‘missing’ and the Medieval Latin lemma INDEFECTIVUS, ‘not missing’. In the Lemma Bank, the former is related to the base of FACIO, ‘make’, to the prefix de-, and to the suffix -(t)iui-. Hence, also the latter will inherit all these connections, and it will be additionally related to the prefix in- that is involved in the WFR that relates the two lemmas, as illustrated in Table 2.\footnote{In Tables 2 and 3, we distinguish the pieces of information that are already in the Lemma Bank from the ones that we add in this phase by highlighting the latter in bold.}

On the other hand, when the input is a Medieval Latin lemma, we do not have derivational information on it. Therefore, all we can do is expressing the fact that the input and output lemmas are part of a same family, by generating a new base and linking both of them to it. For instance, the input of the relation between ACUNYDO, ‘be suspicious’ and ACUNYDAMENTUM, ‘suspiciousness’ is a Medieval Latin lemma itself, hence it is not connected to a base, prefix nor suffix. Therefore, we generate a new base – that we label with the label of the input – and connect both ACUNYDO and ACUNYDAMENTUM to it. Furthermore, the output is connected to suffix -mentum involved in the rule relating it to the input (see Table 3).
Note that the same treatment is applied when there is no derivational information on the input even if it is a Classical Latin lemma. This happens when the lemma is the only member of its family, and hence it is not derivationally related to any other lemma.

4.4. A quantitative evaluation

In this section, we offer a quantitative evaluation of the different types of derivational information that have been obtained. Table 4 summarizes the rules of WFL that we select as the ones for which we look for new potential derivatives in Medieval Latin lemmas, sorted by descending frequency (i.e., number of relations in WFL). For each rule, we also report how many new potential relations were extracted automatically.\(^{18}\) For suffixal rules, we report in how many cases more than one input candidate was extracted following the procedure described in Section 4.1, and hence a choice has to be made on which of them is the most appropriate.\(^{19}\) Lastly, we report how many relations are kept after the manual validation described in Section 4.2. This allows us to evaluate the precision of the automatic procedure to identify candidate pairs. It can be observed that there is a lot of variation across rules regarding the proportion of relations that are considered to be valid after the manual checking among all the relations that are extracted automatically: the percentage ranges from 95.24% for adjectives in \((-t)iu-\) to as low as 34.42% for diminutives in \(-ul-\), with an average of about 63%. In some cases, the decision to exclude a relation that was extracted automatically is ultimately due to the remarkable amount of noise in the source of Medieval Latin lemmas: we have already seen in Section 4.2 that there are words whose meaning is doubtful, or even entries that refer to forms that are plausibly a copyist mistake, or for which there are philological issues of other kinds. However, the main reason behind this quite low precision is a principled choice in the design of the rules used to extract input and output candidates. These are intended to capture as many potential pairs as possible, including cases where the formal relation between input and output lemmas is less than fully regular, at the cost of a higher number of false positives. Indeed, the phase of manual validation is intended to identify exactly these false positives, that consequently do not affect the final quality of the data. On the other hand, if the rules had been designed to be more restrictive, precision would have been increased at

\(^{18}\)We do not provide this information for diminutive nouns in \(-(us/un)cul-\) because in that case we did not extracted candidates automatically. They are included because diminutives that end in \(-(us/un)calus/a/um\) also end in \(-ulus/a/um\), hence they are sometimes identified as the output of the latter rule, and manually corrected when they are actually the output of the former, like in the case of \textit{belliculum} \textit{\textsuperscript{n}} ‘simulated war’, that is a diminutive of \textit{bellum} \textit{\textsuperscript{n}} ‘war’ with suffix \textit{-cul-} rather than a diminutive of \textit{bellicum} \textit{\textsuperscript{n}} ‘war signal’ with suffix \textit{-ul-}.

\(^{19}\)For prefixal rules, this never happens because we start from the potential input and look for potential outputs, rather than the reverse: hence, the corresponding cell is left empty.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>process</th>
<th>n. relations in WFL 1.0</th>
<th>n. potential new pairs</th>
<th>n. outputs with &gt;1 possible input (%)</th>
<th>n. valid pairs (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V-To-V prefixation</td>
<td>4,850</td>
<td>2,194</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1,129 (51.46%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-To-N -(t)io(n)- suffixation</td>
<td>2,555</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>41 (8.95%)</td>
<td>423 (92.36%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-To-N -(t)or- suffixation</td>
<td>1,419</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>44 (11.52%)</td>
<td>321 (84.03%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-To-N conversion</td>
<td>1,074</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>33 (15.71%)</td>
<td>140 (66.67%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-To-N -tas/tat- suffixation</td>
<td>623</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>27 (12.00%)</td>
<td>192 (85.33%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-To-A -os- suffixification</td>
<td>563</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>115 (56.37%)</td>
<td>152 (75.00%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-To-A -al- suffixification</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>100 (56.82%)</td>
<td>126 (71.59%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-To-A in- prefixation</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>64 (63.37%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-To-A -ari- suffixification</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>586</td>
<td>315 (53.75%)</td>
<td>396 (67.58%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-To-N -ari- suffixification</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>596</td>
<td>355 (59.56%)</td>
<td>387 (64.93%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-To-N -ul- suffixification</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>491</td>
<td>299 (60.90%)</td>
<td>169 (34.42%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-To-N -(t)ric- suffixification</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>6 (18.18%)</td>
<td>25 (75.76%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-To-A -at- suffixification</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>162 (47.37%)</td>
<td>198 (57.89%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-To-A -bil- suffixification</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>27 (18.62%)</td>
<td>117 (60.69%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-To-N -(us/un)cul- suffixation</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-To-V -(i)t- suffixification</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>40 (44.94%)</td>
<td>46 (51.69%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-To-A -ic- suffixification</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>75 (59.52%)</td>
<td>67 (53.17%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-To-A -in- suffixification</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>51 (59.30%)</td>
<td>43 (50.00%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-To-A -(t)iu- suffixification</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>18 (28.57%)</td>
<td>60 (95.24%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-To-N -ment- suffixification</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>95 (25.00%)</td>
<td>304 (80.00%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-To-A -e- suffixification</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>32 (57.14%)</td>
<td>31 (55.36%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-To-I -(at)im- suffixification</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>39 (41.05%)</td>
<td>58 (61.05%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-To-V -sc- suffixification</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>8 (23.53%)</td>
<td>18 (52.94%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-To-N -at- suffixification</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>135 (70.31%)</td>
<td>71 (36.98%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>7,263</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4,558 (62.76%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4. Automatically extracted and manually validated relations for Medieval Latin lemmas*
the expense of recall, but then there would have been no way to recover the marginal cases that were left out.

Another consequence of this choice is the remarkable proportion of cases for which more than one potential input is found by the automatic procedure: on average, this happens for about 40% of the output candidates, and for some rules this is the case for the majority of them, as shown in the third column of Table 4.

In Table 5, we provide data on the coverage of Classical Latin and Medieval Latin lemmas in WFL 2.0, by giving the number of relations that have a Classical Latin lemma as output (i.e. the ones of WFL 1.0) vs. the ones that have a Medieval Latin lemmas as output (i.e. the ones that are added to WFL 2.0). We also give the number of Classical and Medieval Latin lemmas in Lemlat’s database for reference.

Unsurprisingly, the coverage of Medieval Latin is much lower: while all Classical Latin lemmas have been taken into account, for Medieval Latin we have focused only on the most frequent processes reported in Table 4 above. Therefore, the coverage of Medieval Latin can still increase when other relations will be added (see Section 5 below).

For what an evaluation of the derivational information added for Medieval Latin lemmas in the Lemma Bank is concerned, Table 6 gives the number of new triples that connect lemmas to their base, prefix, and/or suffix through the respective dedicated properties. As for the property hasBase, we also report how many of the new triples have a Classical Latin lemma as subject. This happens when a relation is established whose input is a Classical Latin lemma that is not related to any other Classical Latin. Since a LiLa’s Base is nothing but an abstract connector between lemmas of the same family, such lemmas have no base as long as only Classical Latin is considered; if a relation is found with a Medieval Latin lemma, a new Base has to be established, as we have seen above in Section 4.3. Table 6 also reports the number of new Bases introduced into the Lemma Bank.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have described the work that was conducted to extend the derivational information available in the LiLa KB (Section 2) in two directions: structurally, by making also the hierarchical organization of WFL data available into the KB, along-
Table 6. New derivational information in the Lemma Bank

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Classical Latin</th>
<th>Medieval Latin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>new triples with hasBase property</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>5,696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new triples with hasPrefix property</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2,043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new triples with hasSuffix property</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4,156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new Bases</td>
<td>1,143</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

side the flat organization of those same data in the Lemma Bank (Section 3); and diachronically, by extending WFL to cover also Medieval Latin lemmas, and consequently providing information on those lemmas also in the Lemma Bank (Section 4).

In Section 2, we have hinted at the reasons behind the choice of adopting a paradigmatic approach to word formation in the LiLa Lemma Bank – thus yielding a flat structure of related lexemes belonging to the same family. However, there are cases where the more detailed, hierarchical information provided by WFL on the order of application of different word formation processes can prove helpful. For instance, an advantage of the hierarchical structure of WFL is that it allows to focus on smaller, more tightly connected sub-sections of word formation families. This can be helpful especially when dealing with very large and quite heterogeneous families, e.g. the one of the verb *facio* ‘to make’, which includes 689 lemmas in the Lemma Bank. Since the semantic connection between some members of this family is quite loose, it might be useful to be able to zoom on smaller sub-families with a higher degree of internal semantic cohesion, isolating e.g. only those lexemes that are directly related to the adjective *dificilis* ‘difficult’ (e.g. *perfificilis* and *subdificilis* ‘very/somewhat difficult’), or only the verbs formed by adding a prefix to *facio* itself (e.g. *inficio* ‘to put into’ and *perficio* ‘to achieve’\(^{20}\)). Such a focus on sub-families cannot be performed with the representation of word formation in the Lemma Bank, where all lemmas belonging to the same word formation family are simply connected to their common base without any further information about the hierarchy of derivations, whereas in WFL each derived lexeme is directly linked to its source lexeme.

In other cases, however, the flat organization of derivational information in the Lemma Bank can prove helpful. As an example, when considering prefixed and suffixed words, for some purposes it can be useful to focus only on those words that are actually formed by means of a WFR that involves a specific affix, while for other pur-

\(^{20}\)The different shape of the stem in the base vs. derivative is due to a phonological process of weakening of short vowels in non-initial syllables.
poses it might be better to collect all those words that display that affix somewhere along their word formation history. Consider for instance the structural difference between the adjectives *INFRUCTUOSUS* ‘unfruitful’ and *INIURIOSUS* ‘injurious’: the former is created by prefixing *in-* (negation) to *FRUCTUOSUS* ‘fruitful’ (*INFRUCTUS* is not attested as a Latin word), while the latter is formed by suffixing *-os* to *INIURIA* ‘injury’ (*INIURIOSUS*). Therefore, when investigating e.g. *in-* prefixation, it is a matter of choice whether to include also cases like *iniuriosus*. If we want to exclude them, this has to be done using the hierarchical information of WFL. Conversely, however, if we decide to include such cases, then the relevant information can be obtained by exploiting the flat structure of the Lemma Bank, where all lemmas are linked to all the prefixes and suffixes they display, regardless of their order of application in the word formation history. Although, in this specific case, it would be possible to construct a query that goes down one step in the hierarchy of WFL, things would be even more difficult in cases featuring more than two affixes – consider for instance a word like the adverb *IN-ADDUCIBILITER* ‘unobstructively’ (lit. ‘not in a way that can be pulled back and forth’), with prefixes *in-* (negation) and *ad-* and suffixes *-bil-* and *-ter*.

One of the main advantages of adopting Linked Data principles and models to represent and publish linguistic information provided by distributed resources is that this makes it possible to represent different approaches within a unified framework, as it is clearly shown in Figure 4. Scholars can choose the approach that is more compatible with their theoretical view, or simply the one that provides the kind of information more appropriate for the case at hand, also allowing to make different approaches interact easily, in case several pieces of information from different sources are needed.

This motivates our structural decision of modelling WFL data into an ontology and linking them to the LiLa KB. As for the diachronic extension documented in this paper, increasing the coverage of our derivational resources to Medieval Latin represents a first step toward filling a gap that is widespread in digital lexical resources for Latin, which tend to focus on the Classical and Late periods. However, it emerges from the data of Table 5 that a full coverage of Medieval Latin lemmas is still far. Hence, it is necessary to explore some possibilities for future work in this direction.

The most obvious thing to do would be to carry on with the same procedure, extracting pairs of lemmas that are potentially related by means of other derivational processes. However, it can be observed that the number of potential pairs is already quite low for some of the more frequent processes already considered and listed in Table 4 above. Therefore, moving on to processes that are even more marginal, the number of additional pairs is likely to progress quite slowly.

Another possibility that might be explored is a machine learning approach to the task, following the hint of recent work such as Lango et al. (2021), Švoboda and Ševčíková (2022) and Kyjánek et al. (2022). In our case, it could be interesting to try using WFL 1.0 as a gold standard to train a machine learning algorithm whose task is to identify derivational relations within a lexicon, and then applying this algorithm to Medieval Latin lemmas for which derivational information is still lacking. How-
ever, it should be highlighted that the data provided in WFL and in the LiLa KB are meant to be used as a reference for philological and linguistic work, rather than for massive NLP on big data. The accuracy of the fully automatic methods proposed in other studies, although variable, do not in any case reach the close-to-perfect value that would be needed for these purposes. Hence, a phase of *ex post* manual check – possibly enhanced with semi-automatic means – would probably be necessary in any case.
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